
  - **Supplemental audio:**
    - Animal1_AT5_03_ChimpScream3
    - Animal2_AT4_68_PandaCub2
    - Mimic1_AT5_03_ChimpScream3_SM
    - Mimic2_AT4_68_PandaCub2_SM
    - Foreign1_Yoruba_Female_Speech02
    - Foreign2_Akan_Male_Speech03
    - English1_Female_Hvb_Sent08_Neutral
    - English2_Male_Hvb_Sent09_Neutral
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• Figure 1: [Spectrograms](#)

Supplemental Audios 1-5. Animal vocalizations depicted in Fig. 1a:

- Snake
- Cockatoo Screech
- Horse Whinny
- Cockatoo Call
- Wolf Howl

Supplemental Audios 6-10. IRN stimuli depicted in Fig. 1b:

- White Noise
- IRN, HN = -2.7
- IRN, HN = +3.0
- IRN, HP = +13.3
- IRN, HP = +24.1
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